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Abstract

This study aims to review and describe the school based management in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Riyadhul Janah in Palembang. This is descriptive qualitative research. The subject was teachers in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Riyadhul Janah Palembang. Data in this study was collected by interviews and analyzed using triangulation. The results stated that school based management will take place effectively and efficiently when supported by human resources professional to operate schools, sufficient funds, so schools are able to hire staff in accordance with its function, infrastructure to support the process, parents and community support significantly better in thought and favors a significant contribution.
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A. Introduction

School based management is one of its models bureaucracy reform provided decentralization in education sector to create a form of school a better future than to one previously. Encourage school based management stressed that the concept has referring to resources management at the school level and not in a system or degree of being centralized (Hasbullah, 2012).

One of the most important feature of the mbs is how the school able to provide a satisfactory education services to parents and the students, and vice versa where readiness and the role of the people and parents students in contributing to develop and increase the quality of schools in accordance with the needs of the people. The application of school-based management needs readiness in a variety of components and devices education both internally and externally that could support the implementation of the mbs itself among others: School buildings equipped with the facilities and infrastructures under learning, the school principal, teachers and education staff, school tuition, the vicinity of the school the role of students and parents, of the people and business support other (Supriadi, 2014). The main problems now is the quality of education are more reliant on the issue of the quality of graduates produced by a unit of education itself. Aziz (2012) explained that in general the quality of yourselves to a degree of excellence a product, services such as well whether real or not real.
In the context of education, understanding is referring to quality educational process includes, input as, teaching materials, methodology of school infrastructure, administrative support, infrastructure other resources and the creation of a conducive atmosphere (Baharuddin, 2017; Nuryyani et al, 2021). Hence, the quality of education yourselves the resources transform schools in various types of input and a certain degree of added value for learners, Included in the order the quality of the educational process it is healthier, security, discipline, familiarity, mutual respect, satisfaction and lain-lain of objects and received during the service.

Based on the background problem above, identified the existing problems, the school-based management is executed in curriculum, student affairs, infrastructures, quality of teachers, financing. In the implementation of the quality management had been considered out of school-based well even though it can be said has not yet been optimized, as management of the quality of teachers, where teaching still do not linear of a discipline of sciences, facilities management was incomplete such visual aids mathematics, science and social studies, financing management rely solely on the bos funds, because it is private schools (Efendi et al, 2020).

The school based management in terms of curriculum had proceeded in accordance with prevailing curriculum, but still need of improvement so that the better arising (Frinza et al, 2020). Management of infrastructures still need to be improved, because there are still some seats of students should be fixed, the table of students, flapon, the blackboard. In addition, the visual aids such as the picture attached a hero have already started to look in vain for relief (Febrilia, 2017; Hadziq, 2016).

In the process of administrative management in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Riyadhul Janah Palembang was given by the school principal, making letters, all school data, school goods, list of students. But it is still considered not optimal, not accurately labeled numbering in accordance with a list of goods inventory.

School based quality management applied reference to the management curriculum, student affairs, teacher, the financial and financing, infrastructures, relationship and the community. In the process of learning assisted by 14 teachers teaching staffs, which consist of 2 civil servant teachers and 12 teachers paid by honorarium. In terms of teacher management, in carrying out learning activities not all teachers are linear with a discipline of sciences, sometimes teachers in carrying out learning does not provide the motivation to students. In terms of management of infrastructures it can be said has not yet been optimized, because is still less source of learning, the books in the library is weak, as diction and non diction, children story books. In terms of curriculum management, it can be said is strong, where teachers in planning, carry out of learning, evaluate, follow up and provide counseling is in accordance with a set curriculum (Sunanto, 2015).

**B. Methods**

The research is the qualitative study, with a view to acquire understanding of deep and its interpretation of the meaning of the phenomenon in the field. The subjects were teachers in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Riyadhul Janah Palembang. Data were collected using interview, observation and documentation. The data were analyzed using triangulation (Sugiyono, 2015; Sudaryono, 2009; Moleong, 2011).
C. Results and Discussion

In the school based curriculum management in improving the quality of education in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Riyadhul Janah Palembang were outcomes of the curriculum developed and planned and renewed annually. Obstacles in the management of the curriculum is planning are still refer to a device the previous year. Achievement from learning refers to curriculum that can be improved and increased (Rohma et al, 2020).

In terms of the management of infrastructure, the school based management in improving the quality of education in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Riyadhul Janah Palembang using the school operational fund, in addition to receive assistance in the form of the tools (Hariyanto et al, 2021). Obstacles in the submission of the proposal is the slow response from related parties so the schools look for alternative ways of involving the parents and the students and alumni involved the company, such as Pusri help to supply the infrastructure is in school. Through school based management that have drawn up the obstacles to be overcome by effect existing facilities before the replacement infrastructure that was deemed unsuitable (Syahru, 2017).

In terms of management enhance the quality of teachers, through school based management the attainment of which was carried out from the results of the application of school-based management in terms of quality of teachers, enhance the performance of educators, educators can carry out learning process well (Merdekawati, 2017). Through the application of school based management, it had been considered good teachers, because supported by fields of teaching staff who were carried out in accordance with duty. The teachers should motivate students. Obstacles in the application of school based management is in increasing the quality of teachers (Widyastuti, 2016).

In terms of student, curriculum the school based management statehs the result is that the management of school based activities. Saturday religious activities, where this activity focused on ability students. The obstacles in the management in school based curriculum it is still have violation done by students about good governance at school (Zaini, 2015).

D. Conclusion

Based on the research it can be concluded that school based management will take place effectively and efficiently when supported by human resources to operate schools, professionally for sufficient funds so schools are able to hire staff according to them, adequate infrastructure to support the teaching and learning process, and community support (parents) significantly better in thought and assistance a significant contribution.
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